Lesson Plan: Communication and Morse Code

Provided by the Sable Points Lighthouse Keepers Association (SPLKA)

Content Area:
Language Arts

Lesson Title:
Communication and Morse Code on Lake Michigan

Objective(s):
After completing this lesson, students will be able to:

- Describe the purpose, history and development of Morse Code.
- Demonstrate how language can span many different forms.
- Explain the importance of Morse Code as an efficient communication tool.
- Defend the role of Morse Code as a lifesaving form of communication even in the 21st century (after listening to and/or reading an inspiring interview about how Morse Code assisted with a rescue on Lake Michigan).
- Translate words and phrases from Morse Code into English.
  Memorize the international signal of distress – SOS – and be able to clap (or use a flashlight) to send it to each other.
- Practice sending and receiving their names through Morse Code by clapping or a flashlight.
- Translate words and phrases from English into Morse Code (optional)

MI Content Standards:
Reading Standards for Literature – for Grade 4 students (see 2, 3, 4 6, 7 and 10)
Writing Standards – for Grade 4 students (see 2, 4, 6 and 9)
Speaking and Listening Standards – for Grade 4 students (see 4 and 6)
Language Standards – for Grade 4 students (see 3 and 6)

Standard 10: Range, Quality, and Complexity of Student Reading K-5
Range of Text Types for K-5: Informational Texts

Materials:
Pieces of paper or a notebook or journal.
Pencil.
Sheet of English words and phrases to translate into Morse Code.
Flashlight(s) – optional
Resources:


Activities:

1. Learn about the purpose, history and development of Morse Code by reading and listening (teacher prepares from Resources).
2. Learn how language can span many different forms (teacher prepares from Resources).
3. Learn the importance of Morse Code as an efficient communication tool (teacher prepares from Resources).
4. Listen to and/or read an inspiring interview about how Morse Code assisted with a rescue on Lake Michigan.
5. Translate words and phrases from Morse Code into English.
6. Memorize the international signal for help – SOS – and clap (or use a flashlight) to send it to each other.
7. Practice sending and receiving their names in Morse Code through clapping or a flashlight.
8. Translate words and phrases from English into Morse Code (optional)

Assessment:

- Short written self-reflection on Morse Code and its importance as a communication tool.
• Short written comparison of Morse Code with other systems of language.
• Translation of Morse Code into English.
• Sending the universal signal of distress – SOS – via clapping and/or using a flashlight.
• Writing messages in Morse Code (on the white board) and translating them into English.
• Sending and receiving their names in Morse Code through clapping or a flashlight.

Notes:

When sending Morse Code, you spell every word – one letter at a time – using dots and dashes (also called dit and dah – or short and long). Leave extra space between each word (set of dots and dashes) when sending – a / between words when writing it.

“As ‘code talkers’ grew more and more comfortable with Morse Code, they eventually stopped needing to reference an alphabet chart, and could translate letters just by hearing the long and the short beeps. This led to the development of Morse Code as a spoken language.” (What is Morse Code?) An added side benefit of teaching Morse Code is that “the instruction in how codes are used to transmit information is part of the ‘educational standards’ or benchmarks that are required to be taught in our nation’s classrooms.” (Spencer)

Teachers can think of their own words and phrases to have students use to translate Morse Code into English and these words and phrases can complement the language arts curriculum. Here are a few suggestions to get started – be sure that the students use adequate spacing between the words:

hello
happy birthday
peace
lighthouse
lake
sunshine
walk the beach
help a friend
wait for me
the student’s name
International Morse Code

1. The length of a dot is one unit.
2. A dash is three units.
3. The space between parts of the same letter is one unit.
4. The space between letters is three units.
5. The space between words is seven units.